In order to simplify the implementation of splitting due to divergence, we test one quad edge at a time and update the topology of the mesh accordingly. For example, Algorithm 1 shows how we update the mesh topology if a quad's west edge length |E W | > d sep . First we test for an existing T-junction on the west edge. If there is one we use it, otherwise we interpolate a new vertex. Likewise for the east edge. Then we construct a new quad for the north half, as in of Figure 12 . Another procedure is called to update the resulting topology (Quad::UpdateNeighborsWest()) shown in Algorithm 2. The methods that handle divergence associated with the other quad edges are similar to Quad::DivideWest(). Figure 12 shows a possible subtle configuration for the Quad::DivideWest() operation. We have to test whether the northwest vertex, V NW , is a T-junction. If it is we change the T-junction's extra neighbor pointer to point to the newly inserted quad. The northern neighbor's southern pointer remains the same. The red lines indicate the correct pointer configuration after the split.
Divergence Implementation
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Convergence Implementation
In order to simplify the implementation of merging a pair of quads, we take a similar approach to that described in Section 1. We test one quad edge at a time, e.g. north, and test for candidate quads to merge with. Algorithm 3 shows the implementation used to merge with a northern neighbor. The topological cases associated with the merging are illustrated in Figure 7 . First we test to see which case we fall into by the presence of a T-junction on the east edge of our western neighbor. A similar test is performed on the opposite side. The mesh topology is then updated according to the case the quad is in. The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 3. Similar functions exist for the other directions e.g. Quad::MergeWest().
Shear Implementation
The implementation of shear is divided up into five basic functions: We identify two key cases when we perform the alteration to the mesh topology. Case 1 is the simpler case where there is a Tjunction present that we can connect to, this is illustrated in Figure 8 . The implementation is shown in Algorithm 4. In this case we simply reconnect the north edge to the T-junction. This may result in a new T-junction being added to the northern neighbor (top row).
The second case is slightly more complicated. Here we have no T-junction on the east side. This forms an intermediate triangle in the mesh. See Figure 9 and Algorithm 5. We decompose the triangle into three quads by inserting a new point in the middle of the intermediate triangle and on each of its edges. We then subdivide the triangle into three quads. This method is adapted from Alliez et al. [Alliez et al. 2003 ]. Alliez et al. show how triangular meshes can be converted to quad meshes. It then calls procedures to create the new west and east quads shown in Figure 10 . The sub-procedure for creating the new west quad is shown in Algorithms 7 and 8. 
IF(this->HasT_Junction(EAST)) THEN newQuad.SetEastNeighbor(this->GetT_Junction(EAST).GetNeighbor()); this->GetT_Junction(EAST).GetNeighbor().SetWestNeighbor(newQuad); this->deleteT_Junction(EAST); ELSE newQuad.SetEastNeighbor(this->GetNeighbor(EAST)); ENDIF
/** * Update this quad's northern neighbor's southern * pointer to new quad. This handles the subtle case *highlighted in Figure 12 of the manuscript. Figure 1: Even under strong deformation, the mesh remains well-structured and produces a smooth surface. This image also demonstrates the use of triangle fans to render quads that contain t-junctions.
*/ IF(this->GetNeighbor(NORTH).GetNeighbor(SOUTH) == this) THEN this->GetNeighbor(NORTH).SetSouthNeighbor(newQuad); ELSE IF((this->GetNeighbor(NORTH).HasT_Junction(SOUTH)) this->GetNeighbor(NORTH).GetT_Junction(SOUTH).SetNeighbour(newQuad); ENDIF

